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Analysis of a ‘‘phase transition’’ from tumor growth to latency
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~Received 29 December 1999!

A mathematical model, based on the local interaction simulation approach, is developed in order to allow
simulations of the spatiotemporal evolution of neoplasies. The model consists of a set of rules, which govern
the interaction of cancerous cells among themselves and in competition with other cell populations for the
acquisition of essential nutrients. As a result of small variations in the basic parameters, it leads to four
different outcomes: indefinite growth, metastasis, latency, and complete regression. In the present contribution
a detailed analysis of the dormant phase is carried on and the critical parameters for the transition to other
phases are computed. Interesting chaotic behaviors can also be observed, with different attractors in the
parameters space. Interest in the latency phase has been aroused by therapeutical strategies aiming to reduce a
growing tumor to dormancy. The effect of such strategies may be simulated with our approach.

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 02.60.Cb
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most striking property of living systems is the
adaptability to a changing environment. That means they
sensitive to local variations of many factors including te
perature, oxygen tension, mechanical stress, nutrients
centration, hormones, and cytokines. Typically these qua
ties are not evenly distributed in space, leading to
formation of concentration gradients. Moreover, in a co
plex system local conditions are expected to change
domly with time.

One of the major tasks of living systems is feeding, sin
all of them are dissipative and require a continuous suppl
O2 and nutrients, both for performing work and reproducin
In the case of cell reproduction, all the cell structures mus
duplicated and the need for each of the involved chem
components is absolute. These include glucose, aminoa
metal ions (Fe21,Zn21,Cu21,Na21,K1), and phosphate
Any time the local concentration of some nutrient is scar
living cells are compelled to move in the direction of th
lacking nutrient@1# or to increase their affinity for it@2#.

Since living systems grow esponentially until nutrients~or
space! become a limiting factor and life on earth dates fro
at least 33109 yr, nutrient scarcity is the rule in almost an
environment. Nutrient limitations lead to a competitio
among individuals: the ones with the highest capability
harvesting nutrients~e.g., cells with the largest recepto
number or affinity! will be favored and survive. Usually af
finity of a cell for a nutrient is inversely correlated to th
nutrient concentration and the average uptake is kept c
stant through alternating oscillations of nutrient concen
tion and receptors number.

In a non-neoplastic cell population the balance betw
nutrients and receptors allows cell proliferation only to
place dead cells without a net increase of the cells num
By contrast cancer cells in the clinical stage of the dise
display exponential growth. Reports in the literature sh
that in some cases cancer cells behave for a long time
normal cells~latency! and then suddenly start to grow exp
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~2!/2547~8!/$15.00
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nentially, without any apparent major change in the host m
tabolism.

A realistic model of tumor growth, incorporating th
mechanisms responsible for this kind of behavior, may b
valuable tool, not only for understanding the biodynam
involved, but also as a support for diagnosis and thera
Hence numerous models of cancer growth@3,4# have been
proposed in recent years. However, in the quest for an a
lytical solution, they have often been subject to overrest
tive or oversimplifying assumptions. As an alternative, co
puter simulation techniques may be used. Taking advan
of the rapidly increasing availability of high-performance s
percomputer resources, they allow one to treat models
extreme complexity and nonlinearity.

We have recently proposed a model of cancer grow
@5,6#, based on the local interaction simulation approa
~LISA! @7,8#. Our model aims at a prediction of the sp
tiotemporal evolution of neoplasies, conceived not as g
metrical objects with assigned boundary conditions and
ternal properties, but rather as a grouping of identical,
individual cells. The cancer growth is then the result of a
of rules, acting at the local level~i.e., applied to each cel
individually!, which govern the interactions of cancero
cells with other populations. They are by no means arbitra
but they follow as a consequence of the competition for
sential nutrients and other biological mechanisms sugge
to us by what we learn from natural evolution at all leve
These ‘‘rules of the game’’ and their mathematical imp
mentation are discussed in detail in Secs. II and III, resp
tively.

The purpose of a previous paper@5# was to illustrate the
consistency of the proposed model and to prove that
corresponding system is extremely sensitive to small va
tions in the values of the relevant parameters. Our soluti
confirmed that the process of cancer growth is strongly
lated to the environmental conditions and, in particular,
the availability of basic nutrients. Accordingly, it was prove
that a manifold of different morphologies, growth rates, a
outcomes~death, metastasis, and latency! can unfold. A va-
riety of simulations results, mostly leading to indefinite t
2547 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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mor growth, were also presented. The emergence of diffe
outcomes as a result of small variations in the basic par
eters is also demonstrated in Sec. IV of the present contr
tion. The main purpose here is, however, to analyze in de
the region in parameters space in which latency prevails.
shown in Sec. V that the transition between the two regi
of latency and indefinite growth is discontinuous and
critical parameters are computed. It is also proved~Sec. VI!
that the transition may be induced by the action of a pro
chemical, which acts on the nutrient supply. The results
in qualitative agreement with the experimental findings
Ref. @9#.

II. BIOPHYSICAL MODEL

The basic biophysical model at the two-dimensional~2D!
level consists of a discretization of the slab of tissue con
ered in a rectangular grid@5#. At each gridpoint, the density
of cancerous, necrotic, healthy, and other kinds of c
~which might be included in a more realistic treatment! and
the various nutrients concentrations are defined. An ini
tumoral seed is located in one or more gridpoints and
lowed to evolve according to the following basic mech
nisms.

~i! Feeding: the free nutrientp, which diffuses from one
or more blood vessels into the tissue, is transformed
bound nutrient by both cancerous and healthy cells@10,11#,
p0 being the nutrient availability in the vessels. The amo
of nutrient absorbed by cancer cells is proportional to
nutrient availability through a coefficientgas, as long as we
are far from saturation.

~ii ! Consumption: the bound nutrient is consumed by c
cer cells at a rateb in order to substain metabolic function

~iii ! Cell death~apoptosis!: cancer cells may die when th
average amount of bound iron per cell~q! falls below a given
thresholdQD .

~iv! Cell multiplication~mitosis!: if q becomes larger than
a given thresholdQM.QD , cancer cells may reproduce.

~v! Diffusion: if the free nutrient available in the neigh
borhood is scarce, some cancerous cells may migrate w
diffusion ratea to neighboring nodes, looking for ‘‘riche
pastures’’@12,13#. If the diffusion brings cancerous cells int
a blood vessel, metastasis occurs@14#.
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As a result of these biological processes and their in
play, the system may evolve, according to the environme
conditions and, in particular, to the nutrient supply@15#, to-
wards four possible outcomes.

~i! Indefinite or explosive growth and eventual death
the patient.

~ii ! Metastasis: the metastasized cells may land so
where else and seed there a possibly more lethal tumor.

~iii ! Latency~or dormancy!: the volume of the neoplastic
tissue remains almost constant for a very long time. Even
ally, however, a small perturbation in the environmental co
ditions may lead to catastrophic growth@16#. A strong inter-
est in the latency phase has been aroused by
therapeutical strategies, which have been recently develo
in order to reduce a growing tumor to dormancy@17#.

~iv! Complete regression~disappearance! of the tumor.

III. MATHEMATICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The biophysical model, which has been discussed in
preceding section, requires a mathematical algorithm wh
allows one to treat individual cells~or groups of cells! indi-
vidually and independently. The same is true for other ing
dients of the model, such as the amount of~free or bound!
nutrient. Therefore, any mathematical treatment which c
siders a tumor as a single entity in the shape, e.g., of
ellipsoid and endeavors to predict the time evolution of
geometrya priori excluded. By contrast, LISA, which allow
one to treat independently local mechanisms of interac
among different individuals of the various populations~of
cells, nutrients, etc.!, seems to be the method of choice. A
an additional advantage, LISA is particularly suitable f
parallel processing and is extremely flexible. In fact, it
lows us to start with a simple model, including only the mo
basic features, and then to gradually extend its complexit
a controlled fashion, to make it more and more realistic.

TABLE I. List of the parameters used for the various cases.

QM QD P a bas G

0.8 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.005 0.1
at
ly
e

e

FIG. 1. Snapshots of the growing tumor
different times. Due to the high nutrient supp
(p050.2), the final outcome is an indefinit
growth of the neoplasy. All the ‘‘volumes’’ in the
bottom plot are normalized to the initial volum
of the tissue.
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of the tumor forp050.1.
The final outcome is likely to be metastasis.
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It may be instructive to compare LISA with a rando
walk procedure typical of a Monte Carlo approach. In a ra
dom walk simulation, one follows step by step the evoluti
of each particular cell, i.e., its nutrient consumption, rand
diffusion, mitosis, eventual apoptosis, etc. Since for each
the next step is determined by the extraction of random n
bers, the final outcome may be rather different for differe
simulations, even if the initial conditions and parameters
the same. By contrast, in a LISA simulation all proces
which are allowed by the ‘‘rules of the game’’ occur simu
taneously at each time step with an assigned rate. Thus L
simulations may be viewed as providing an average over
outcomes of a large number of equally probable rand
walk experiments. Conversely LISA cannot supply micr
scopically detailed features, such as local fluctuations in
bulk or surface of the neoplasy.

In a LISA treatment, the ‘‘rules of the game,’’ which hav
been briefly discussed in the previous section, translate in
set of iteration equations for each space element or n
~site! of the discretization grid. The complete set of iterati
equations and their execution sequence have been desc
in detail in Ref.@5#. In the following, we limit ourselves to
report only the most relevant equations, in order to provid
-
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least the ‘‘flavor’’ of the procedure.
If we consider for simplicity only one kind of nutrien

~e.g., iron!, the iteration equation for the number of cance
ous cellsc in any given site is given by

c* 5c@12rQ~cQD2q!#1r 8Q~q2cQM !, ~1!

whereQ is the Heaviside’s step function andr and r 8 are
random numbers between 0 and 1~computed independently
at each site and time!. The local amount of bound nutrientq
and the apoptosis and mitosis ‘‘per cell’’ thresholds,QD and
QM , respectively, have already been defined in Sec. II.
Eq. ~1! all the quantities refer to the timet, exceptc* , which
refers to the timet11 ~time is also discretized!. Equation~1!
includes both rules~iii ! and ~iv! of Sec. II. In factcQD2q
.0 if the amount of bound nutrient per cell,q/c,QD , in
which case apoptosis occurs with a random probabilityr.
The same is true for mitosis.

Rules ~i! and ~ii ! ~nutrient feeding and consumption, re
spectively! yield the equations

g5gas@12 exp~2Gp!#, ~2!
FIG. 3. Snapshots of the tumor forp0

50.075. The final outcome is latency.
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FIG. 4. Snapshots of the tumor forp050.05.
The final outcome is regression of the tumor~as
can be inferred by the bottom plot!.
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b5bas@12 exp~2q/c!#, ~3!

wherep is the free nutrient concentration at the site und
consideration andgas and bas represent asymptotic value
In fact, for small values ofp, the feeding ratiog increases
linearly with p; at higher concentrations, however, saturat
occurs.G is a properly normalized iron affinity paramete
Similar considerations apply to the nutrient consumptiong
affects the amount of bound nutrientq and so enters the
tumour dynamics, since it will affect the mitosis and apo
tosis rates.

Finally, the diffusion of cancerous cells can be describ
by the equation

c* 5c1(
n

ancn24ac, ~4!

wheren denotes the four neighboring sites andan the diffu-
sion rate of cancerous cells from them. Conversely 4ac rep-
resents the diffusion, assumed to be isotropic, from the
under consideration towards the four neighboring sites. D
fusion occurs only below a given thresholdP of free nutrient
per cell:

a5aQ~cP2p!, ~5!
r

-

d

te
f-

where a is a coefficient depending on the time and spa
units considered.

Other equations can, of course, be added to include a
tional biodynamics mechanisms and make the treatm
more realistic. The complexity of the model and the comp
tational costs accordingly increase, but the approach rem
basically the same.

IV. NEOPLASTIC GROWTH IN SOFT TISSUES

For our simulations we have considered a square sp
men (3003300 gridpoints! with two blood vessels along th
left and right edges of the tissue providing nutrient at a fix
ratep. The neoplasy is assumed to grow in a soft tissue
a single nutrient is considered. Generalizations to more
trients and/or to tissues with anatomical barriers are curre
in progress@18#. A small tumor seed is located in the cent
of the specimen att50 and let evolve. The spatiotempor
evolution of the dynamic variables~number of cancer cellsc,
amount of free nutrientp, and bound nutrientq for each
gridpoint of the tissue! can then be predicted for a larg
number of time steps. In all cases considered, the con
parameters have been kept fixed, except for the nutr
availability in the vesselsp0 and consumptiongas. The val-
ues of the parameters are reported in Table I.

The spatiotemporal evolution of the system for differe
values of the nutrient supply is illustrated in Figs. 1–4
means of snapshots of the concentrations of the tumoral c
t

FIG. 5. Neoplastic growth evolution for dif-

ferent values of the nutrient affinity coefficien
gas (p050.03).
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at three representative times~in arbitrary units!. In all the
figures, higher-concentration regions are depicted w
lighter tones; dark regions surrounded by active cells rep
sent the formation of a necrotic core. Finally, the linear pl
yield the time evolution of the average concentration of c
cerous and dead cells and the total number of cancerous
that have migrated into the blood vessel~eventually leading
to metastasis!.

In order to exemplify all the possible outcomes, in Fig
1–4 we illustrate the four cases of indefinite growth, m
tastasis, latency, and regression in the case ofgas50.03. All
the values of the parameters and variables are in arbit
units. If we assume a constant nutrient concentration in

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the cancerous and necrotic cells fo
subcritical value of p0(p050.05) in the dormant state (gas

50.0008).

FIG. 7. Chaotic attractors in the phase space for two choice
values of the parametersp0 andgas.
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vesselsp050.2, the tumor grows very rapidly in all direc
tions assuming a spheroidal shape~see Fig. 1!. A large ne-
crotic core is formed, surrounded by a ring of very acti
neoplastic cells. The likely outcome is death of the pati
due to the tumor itself, before metastasis is likely to ta
place and possibly induce a new fatal tumor, as it can
inferred by the linear plots. Such a result is in agreem
with clinical data regarding tumors developing in well va
cularized soft tissues@19#.

With a nutrient availability ofp050.1, cancer cells diffu-
sion prevails against growth~see Fig. 2!. In the initial stage
of the evolution, the tumor assumes a spheroidal shape,
in the previous case. The number of active cells is, howe
very small~note that the grayness scales are not the sam
Figs. 1 and 2!. At later times two active fronts are forme
and propagate towards the vessels, leaving a small nec
core behind. Even though the cells spread almost through
entire tissue, their total number is approximately constant
to t;5000 ~see the linear plot! when the fronts get close to
the vessel and find a large nutrient availability. There, c
cerous cells proliferate quickly and growth predomina
over diffusion. However, the tumor being close to the vess
a large number of cells migrate into the vascular system~me-
tastasis!.

In Fig. 3 the nutrient supply is low (p050.075). The tu-
mor grows spherically and soon reaches a stable config
tion. Both cancer and necrotic volumes are practically sta
since apoptosis and mitosis take place at approximately
same rate. Meanwhile, macrophagi act in order to get rid
the newly formed necrotic cells. The outcome is therefo
latency.

Finally, for an even lower nutrient availability (p0
50.05) regression of the neoplasy is observed~Fig. 4!. The
initial seed grows spherically. However, soon cancer c
start competing among themselves for the nutrient acqu
tion and cellular apoptosis prevails. Few cells are spread
large area and they are rapidly reabsorbed. A necrotic co
also formed and very slowly reabsorbed by macrophagi

a

of

FIG. 8. Dependence ofgc on the nutrient consumption rateb
~triangles! and on the rate of available nutrientp0 ~squares!.
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FIG. 9. Pictorial representation of the pha
space in the nutrient availability-nutrient affinit
space.
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snapshot at a later time (t.2500) would show no more evi
dence of cancerous or necrotic tissue.

V. PHASE TRANSITION TO TUMOR LATENCY

In order to analyze the phase transition from tum
growth to latency, in Fig. 5 we represent the total amoun
cancer cells~volume in arbitrary units! vs t for different val-
ues of gas and a fixed value ofp0 (p050.03). When the
affinity for the nutrient is high,gas.gc(gc'0.075), the tu-
mor grows indefinitely and metastasis is likely to occur. In
first phase (t,100) the growth is rather fast and spheric
~snapshots are not shown here for brevity! in good agreemen
with clinical data@19#. At later times, after an almost quies
cent state, the growth becomes explosive, leading to as
metric shapes. A sharp ‘‘phase transition’’ to latency occ
at gas5gc . In the regiongas,gc the tumor grows up to a
maximum size and then reaches a dormant~almost stable!
configuration. For even smaller values ofgas(gas,gc

8!gc) ,
the available nutrient is not even able to support the orig
neoplastic seed and the tumor disappears altogether.

The behavior of the dormant stage depends strongly
the nutrient availability. For small values ofp0, the tumor
reaches a completely stable state~see, e.g., the curvegas

50.075 in Fig. 5!. Increasing the initial nutrient distribution
deterministic chaos appears, as shown in Fig. 6, with os
lations in the cancer and necrosis volumes of strongly v
able amplitude. Such oscillations display a completely n
periodical behavior around a stable average value.

The ‘‘chaotic’’ nature of the dormant stage for small va
ues ofp0 is further illustrated in Fig. 7 by means of plots
the cancer-volume–necrosis-volume space. Different cha
attractors are formed, whose shape and properties depen
the value of bothgas andp0. The morphology of the tumo
is, however, hardly affected. A similar behavior has be
observed in other biological systems living in limiting nutr
ent concentrations@20#, such as bacterial aggregations on
nutritional substrate@21#.

Extensive numerical simulations have been used to ca
late the critical valuegc proving that it follows a simple
scaling law~shown in Fig. 8! both with respect to the nutri
ent consumption rateb ~to which it is proportional! and to
the rate of available nutrient,p0 ~to which it is inversely
r
f
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-
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l

n

il-
i-
-
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on

n

u-

proportional!. The dependence on all other parameters is
most irrelevant. Figure 8 carries a very important con
quence: when the nutrient concentration is high (p0.0.4),
small changes ofgas ~of a size which is expected to happe
randomly! can induce the transition between latency and
definite proliferation, while changes inp0 are almost incon-
sequential. Conversely, for low values ofp0 (p0,0.2), even
very small changes in the nutrient concentration~induced,
e.g., by proper therapies! can support the transition.

A complete representation of the behavior of the syst
in the parameter space is shown in Fig. 9. Here, we h
assumed that metastasis occurs when the number of
migrated into the vessel becomes larger than a given thr
old J, before the neoplastic volume becomes larger tha
given volumeL, assumed to be lethal for the patient. Bo
parametersJ andL are, of course, somewhat arbitrary an
therefore the boundary between the two regions~metastasis
and unlimited growth! is only representative. Several concl
sions may be drawn from Fig. 9: e.g., regression may t
place spontaneously for non-very-malignant tumors~i.e.,
those with lowgas) for whichever value of the nutrient sup
ply. Unlimited growth is always a possible outcome, eith
for largegas or largep0; by contrast latency and metastas
are not expected if the nutrient supply is sufficiently larg
We also observe that the chaotic region in the latency st

FIG. 10. Example of behavior of the hysteretic state equat
betweengas and the chemical concentrationD.
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described in Figs. 6 and 7, corresponds to a region clos
the triple point among regression, latency, and unlimi
growth. Such a result is in agreement with general biolog
observations, which usually find that natural systems
close to instability and to a chaotic state.

VI. THERAPY

The existence of a sharp transition between the dorm
phase and the indefinite growth region, due to either sm
changes ofp0 or gas according to the local conditions, ha
important implications for cancer therapy. In fact it is e
pected that the normal range of relevant parameters lies
rather narrow band around critical values@22,23#. There a
properly delivered therapeutical agent may induce the tr
sition towards latency. To be more specific, let us assu
that the effect of a certain drug is to inhibit the absorption
a given nutrient~e.g., antibodies against transferrin recept
@2#!. Drug molecules diffuse to the target region and m
attach to cancer cell receptors and occupy channels, w
are normally used to acquire nutrients. In this process t
act as decoys, thus reducing drastically the number of av
able receptors. In our model, this mechanism is equivalen
a sudden decrease of the parametergas.

Usually the above process is reversible, since the dec
are quickly reabsorbed by the tissue. Thengas goes eventu-
ally back to its initial value and the effect of the therapy
reduced to just slowing down momentarily the tumor grow
The entire process can be easily simulated with LISA a
snapshots of the tumor growth may be obtained at relev

FIG. 11. Time evolution of~a! the drug concentration in the
tissue during a three-cycle therapy protocol,~b! the corresponding
value of gas, and ~c! the consequent cancer growth profile~solid
line!. The dashed line refers to an untreated tumor with the sa
initial value of gas. All quantities are expressed in arbitrary units
to
d
l
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e
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y
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y
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ys

.
d
nt

times ~not shown here for brevity!.
Other chemicals, however, act in a nonreversible w

e.g., they may change the receptors, so that they no long
and therefore do not absorb the nutrients. Or they may
metabolized and modified, so that they can bind to differ
receptors, again inhibiting nutrient absorption, i.e., effe
tively reducing the value ofgas. Such a process may b
introduced in our model by defining a hysteretic~multival-
ued! state equation betweengas and the chemical concentra
tion D. An example of the behavior of such a state equat
is reported in Fig. 10.

Figure 11 simulates the effect of therapy by means
such an ‘‘irreversible’’ kind of drug. Figure 11~a! shows the
drug concentration in the tissue, when a three-cycle proto
is applied. Figure 11~b! displays the effect ongas of the
drug, for thegas-D state equation reported in Fig. 10. On
can observe three phases of alternatively decreasing an
creasing values ofgas in correspondence with the thre
peaks of drug concentration in Fig. 11~a!, with a final value
gF

as lower than the initial valueg0
as . Correspondingly, Fig.

11~c! shows alternating phases of reduction and growth
the tumor size~continuous line!. If gF

as,gc , at the end of the
three-cycle therapy, latency is achieved even ifg0

as.gc . By
contrast, the dotted line, which refers to the case of an
treated tumor with the same initial valueg0

as , shows indefi-
nite growth.

Such a behavior is qualitatively similar to that record
by Boehmet al. in experiments which aimed to test the e
fect of endostatin on different tumors in mice@9#. Endostatin
is a chemical affecting the capability of endotelial cells
proliferate and consequently the occurrence of angiogene
In their experiments they have proved that a therapy proto
based on endostatin can induce latency after a suitable n
ber of applications.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a mathematical model, based on
local interaction simulation approach, which aims to a sim
lation of the spatiotemporal evolution of neoplasies. T
model consists of a set of ‘‘rules of the game,’’ which gove
the interaction of cancerous cells among themselves an
competition with other cells populations for the acquisiti
of essential nutrients. Although at the present time the co
parison between the results of our simulations and of clin
experiments may be only qualitative, we believe that the p
posed approach may be useful for better understanding
basic biodynamics of cancer growth. In fact, one of the ma
drawbacks of current hypotheses about cancer growth is
they are not able to predict~with the exception of few case
of chemical cancerogenesis! whether, in the absence of clea
cut changes in the metabolic status of the host, cancer de
ops or not.

Our model shows that cancer cells in the dormant s
~which is not different from the behavior of normal cell!
display a ‘‘chaotic’’ nature, which is strictly dependent o
the specific value ofgc . A small increase~probably unde-
tectable in living organisms! of gc leads to a state of expo
nential growth. If this behavior will be confirmedin vivo, it
will be possible to explain the almost complete failure
primary prevention of cancer using biochemical parame

e
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and maybe suggest a different approach.
Our simulations can also be used if the proposed mode

therapy as a forced and irreversible ‘‘phase transition’’
parameter space is confirmed as a tool~a! for selecting the
type of drug aimed to reduce eithergc or p0, according to the
local conditions;~b! for optimizing the number of drug ap
plications and/or the time interval between successive ap
cations;~c! for deciding on the relative amounts of drug;~d!
for predicting the latest useful time of inception. In fact, F
11~c! clearly shows that drug therapy becomes ineffect
once the tumor growth has progressed beyond a ce
threshold. However, it also shows that when the parame
of the tumor are in the ‘‘chaotic’’ region, very low doses
drug can be effective in preventing growth. This leaves ho
for the future application of much less toxic therapies th
the ones currently in use.

For a quantitative comparison with actual clinical data
is of course necessary to refer to a specific tissue and tu
~either at the 2D level or, after a straightforward modificati
.
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of the algorithm, with a 3D treatment!. Then all quantities,
instead of being expressed in terms of arbitrary units, can
specified quantitatively and meaningful predictions can
attempted. Even so, the model, as it is, is probably too p
liminary for a realistic comparison, but, as mentioned befo
the approach is very flexible and new ‘‘ingredients’’ can
easily added. An effort in this direction is presently
progress in the case of tumors affecting the larynx@18#. In
this case, in fact, several effects which are not included
our model~e.g., angiogenesis! are usually negligible.
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